Gospel Hump Wilderness
Date
Location

Time
Late August 2012
Weather
Twin, Moores, Slate & Gospel
Lakes – Grangeville, ID
Fish Species Brook, Rainbow & Cutthroat Trout Size Range
Fish Caught Brook, Rainbow & Cutthroat Trout
Flies Used
Elk Hair Caddis, Royal Wulff
Techniques Dry fly
Comments
Some wild country and great fishing

Clear
Small; a few 14-16” Rainbow

I had planned a trip to some lakes in McCall with a friend but he couldn’t go at the last
minute. I decided to go anyway since I had the week off. Instead of backpacking I
decided to do dayhikes and camp at my truck since I was solo. I spent two days in the
Seven Devils, two days in the Gospel Hump and a day at Blackmare Lake. I’ll just
mention the Gospel Hump in this article. The Gospel Hump Wilderness is south east of
Grangeville in central Idaho. I hiked to the lakes in the Gospel Hill area of the Hump.

A view of the sunset from Square Mountain Lookout

I arrived late in the evening due to a fire just south of Riggins that blocked the highway
for an hour or so. I slept along the side of the road about ten miles from the first trailhead.
The road into the Hump from the paved highway is steep and rocky in places but just fine
for my truck. It feels like you’re on top of the world as you follow the top of a high ridge
to the end of the road. That only means one thing - it’s a steep drop to all the lakes
mentioned.
Lakes I visited:
Twin Lakes – 10 mile roundtrip hike – Small Rainbow in the lower lake. Healthy 14-16”
Rainbow Trout in the upper lake.
Moores Lake – 6 miles roundtrip hike – small Cutthroat Trout
Square Mountain Lake – I looked down on it from the lookout and it looked to small and
shallow to have fish.
Slate Lake – short hike from the end of a spur road – reports of small Brook Trout
Upper Gospel Lake – Short steep hike seen from the road – healthy 12” Brook Trout

A view of Square Mtn Lake from the ridge near the lookout

My first destination was the end of the road at Square Mtn Lookout. A trail plummets
from the lookout connecting to the trail to Twin Lakes. As I made my way to Twin Lakes
I noticed several Wolf tracks along the ridge I was following. It was a perfect indication
of how wild and remote this area felt. The spur trail to the lake was steep but before long
I was catching several small Rainbow Trout on Lower Twin Lakes.

Lower Twin Lakes

I didn’t stay
long because I
wanted to see if
the fishing at
the upper lake
was better. As I
hiked along the
trail to the
upper lake I
noticed a few
Spruce Grouse.
It is amazing
how close
they’ll let you
get to them.
One flew up in
a nearby tree
and it sat there
while I brushed
it with my flyrod. Spruce Grouse

When I arrived at the upper lake I heard some noise up in the trees across the lake. I
stopped and listened and tried to watch for what I figured was some sort of large
mammal(s). Eventually the noise went away and I continued fishing glancing over in that
vicinity every once in a while. I made my way out onto a log and could see a large 15”
Rainbow below. I cast my fly out near the log and there was an instant splash as that
Rainbow Torpedoed out of the water to get my Caddis. I couldn’t believe the power it
had as I fought it on a short line since it was so close. My reel screamed as it made a run.
Rainbow are so fun to catch since they are so acrobatic and seem to have a longer fight in
them than the other alpine species I catch. After catching a couple other fish I decided to
walk around the lake and fish off the logs where some fish were jumping and where I had
heard the rustle in the woods. I also liked the idea of having that long back cast it
afforded me.
It didn’t take long before I brought a big healthy 16” Rainbow to the shore. It made
several runs before succumbing to the net. I caught a few more healthy Rainbow before
moving down to the next log. While walking over to the next log I walked through a
frenzy of buzzing. I ran so I wouldn’t get stung. I soon realized that all the buzzing was a
bunch of flies. They were congregated on a few chunks of meat. I thought it very strange
and decided to retreat from the area. I went to pick up my bag and noticed an Elk carcass
on the logs that had recently been downed by a Wolf while trying to escape into the lake.

A recent Wolf kill

I decided to pack up and head to the lower lake wondering if what I had heard in the
forest earlier were nearby Wolves. I found it odd that there were chunks of good meat on
the bank and perhaps it was because they weren’t finished. I began to feel the wild that
wilderness offers and thought what cool places Idaho has to offer.
I caught a few more fish in the lower lake and then hiked back to the lookout. The sky
was surprisingly clear from all the smoke in the area and I got good looks in every
direction.

Parked at Square Mountain Lookout

I decided to hike to Moores Lake which was a six mile roundtrip hike. I had no idea until
I started how much of an elevation drop it required. I didn’t have a lot of information
about the area since it was a last minute decision. I was going off an old trail description
from an older book. I didn’t have the nice maps like I normally have when hiking.
Nonetheless, I pushed forward knowing it would be one heck of a hike out. Once I finally
reached the lake I was able to catch a few small Westslope Cutthroat. Moores Lake was
the biggest lake in the area but small Cuts didn’t interest me much. I didn’t stay long
since I wanted to get back before dark. I had the idea while hiking that I should spend the
night in the lookout and watch the sunset and sunrise and possibly hear Wolves howling.
That idea gave me enough ambition to hike hard and get back to the lookout before
sunset.

Moores Lake

When I made it back to the lookout another truck pulled up behind me. It was two men
that had the same idea. All three of us slept in the lookout that night. Brandon and John
were both local high school pals from Kamiah that had both moved away and this was
their annual buddy reunion. It was fun to talk to them about the local area and
experiences they had had in the surrounding mountains.
They had fished Slate Lake earlier in the day and said it was full of small Brook Trout. It
was cold and windy on top of the mountain so I didn’t hang out outside much to listen for
Wolves. It was a unique experience to sleep in a lookout. Square Mountain Lookout is on
the National Registrar of Historic Sites and is kept unlocked for people to visit. The
sunrise was beautiful as I awoke early to get a jump start on the day.
I hiked into Upper Gospel Lake. It was a short steep hike down to the lake that could be
seen from the road. It was slow fishing at first. I waited a little while for the sun to hit the
water and it picked up some. I found an area that was better than other places and hooked
several Brook Trout in the 12” range. These were nice healthy fish and some of the
bigger Brookies that I’ve come across in Idaho’s alpine lakes. I didn’t hike to the lower
lake or the east lake. Once I got back up to the road John and Brandon pulled up and we
talked for an hour before heading off the mountain. My first time in the Hump generated
some lasting memories that I will always remember.

A nice Brook Trout from Upper Gospel Lake

Upper Gospel Lake as seen from the road

